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PCF Group ( LON:PCF) has announced that deposit funding from retail investors, which only
started in July 2017, has increased substantially again and now exceeds £100m. This
compares to previous announcements of £53m at the end of September ‘17, and £81m at
the end of February ’18. We estimate that compared to the last reported Group total
liability dated September ‘17, the bank now only requires an additional c.£35m of deposit
funding to be able to completely replace, should it be desirable to do so, all of the third
party bank funding reported at that date. However, whilst funding has grown significantly
since the full year results, loans to customers continue to expand also. It is likely therefore
that the bank will continue with at least some sort of diversified funding for some time yet
to help manage this growth.
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DEPOSITS, GREATER STABILITY, GEARED FOR EXPANSION
Retail deposits are preferred bank funding in a number of asset markets precisely because
of the inherent stability, and liquidity, of individual deposits and deposit flows. Banks also
tend to be able to manage deposit books better through the cycle as opposed to lumpy
third party funding which maybe withdrawn on a whim. Deposits can also be cheaper. PCF
has not guided specifically with this update as to what the average cost is between £100m
of deposits and £100m of third party funding, but we believe the difference could be a
spread equal to c.300bps or £3m.
Despite the obvious Eps benefit that this could achieve, PCF Group (LON:PCF) has stated
previously that this saving is not directly earnings enhancing, preferring instead to roll the
gain into better loan pricing and a greater share of the prime asset market where risks and
impairments are nominally lower. This is sensible in our view, given where we believe we
are in the asset and interest rate cycles and the potential for growth in this larger prime
market. Furthermore we believe that given PCF’s 20 years of market and customer data,
the Group is able to accurately choose customers that have credit profiles which suit their
risk appetite for each credit band.
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CAPITAL NETWORK BALANCE SHEET ASSUMPTIONS
We currently see little reason why portfolio assets cannot reach or even exceed, £200m by
September ‘18. Although likely to be variable, at the current rate of deposit funding growth
(c.£10m per month) another £50m of funding would comfortably exceed £200m in
portfolio assets by September in our view. This could however be an embarrassment of
riches – funding exceeding market opportunities in the right asset areas at the right prices.
The Group has repeatedly stated it will not chase volume for volume’s sake. We therefore
hold off from definitively forecasting portfolio assets greater than £200m for this financial
year and instead await further company guidance.
We also have to consider that in 2018 £62.2m of drawn short term loans will mature
leaving another £14.8m to mature in 1 year or more. To what extent short term loans are
rolled into financial year 2019 is not yet known, nor to what extent undrawn longer term
facilities are utilised. Retail deposits add fixability to this strategy. It is also noted that the
CET1 ratio is strong and adequate to sustain the forecast growth.
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MORE OF THE SAME - WELCOME NEWS FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
At this stage in the Groups development, more of the same is a definite plus. Change is, after all, a business risk to either operations, model, or
funding and has the potential to negatively shape firm development. The fact that PCF has been able to navigate this period well is in our view
testament to the management teams ability to transition to a fully fledged bank and seize the opportunity to grow.

UNCHANGED POSITIVE GUIDANCE
The group has also once again restated its medium and long term objectives which are unchanged from previous guidance. Portfolio assets are still
expected to be £350m by 2020 and £750m by 2022. Furthermore, ROE guidance is once again reconfirmed for 12.5% in the medium term.

FIGURE 1 NOTES
In the chart above, we show the asset and funding positions as reported by PCF, the trend lines of asset growth and deposit growth, and PCF’s
estimates for portfolio assets by 2020 and 2022. The funding ‘Due to Banks’ and the funding ‘Due to Customers’ are shown discretely, not
cumulatively. As can be seen, ‘Due to Banks’ is rolling down, but funding ‘Due to Customers’ is gradually increasing.
We believe that the Group can continue to fund in either deposit or third party wholesale markets sufficiently to match the Groups aspiration for
future portfolio asset growth, shown in the right of the chart.
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Important – Please read this information: This report has been commissioned by PCF Group Plc and prepared and issued by Capital Network for publication
globally. All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however, we do not
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of Capital Network at the time of
publication. The securities described in the Investment Research may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Capital Network does
not offer or provide personalised advice. We publish information about companies in which we believe our readers may be interested and this information reflects our
sincere opinions. The information that we provide or that is derived from our website is not intended to be, and should not be construed in any manner whatsoever as,
personalised advice. Also, our website and the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or prospective subscriber as Capital Network’s
solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. This document is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite any
securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for
investment in any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. A marketing communication under FCA Rules, this document has not been prepared in
accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research. Capital Network has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing. Capital Network does not conduct any investment business and,
accordingly, does not itself hold any positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors, officers, employees and contractors of Capital
Network may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report. Capital Network or its affiliates may perform services or solicit business from any of the
companies mentioned in this report. The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and are subject to large and sudden swings. In addition it may
be difficult or not possible to buy, sell or obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in this report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to
future performance. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of
amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or
achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations. For the purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is
intended as a source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a recommendation or opinion in relation to acquiring or disposing (including refraining
from acquiring or disposing) of securities. The distribution of this document is not a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is
intended only as a “class service” provided by Capital Network within the meaning of the FAA (ie without taking into account the particular financial situation or goals of
any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making an investment decision. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Capital Network, its affiliates and
contractors, and their respective directors, officers and employees will not be liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of reliance being placed on any of the
information contained in this report and do not guarantee the returns on investments in the products discussed in this publication.
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